SAKE STARS ALONGSIDE MICHELIN-STARRED CANTONESE CUISINE AT
MAN WAH IN MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG KONG
HONG KONG, 28 February 2014 – Man Wah, Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong’s
Michelin-starred Cantonese restaurant situated on the 25th floor, will once again excite
gastronomes by introducing a delicate duo of Michelin-starred Cantonese cuisine and
premium sake. As a deliciously refreshing fermented rice wine that is traditionally suited to
Japanese cuisine, it will be the first time ever for Man Wah to have sake delicately paired
with the award-wining Cantonese dishes elegantly prepared by Chef Man Sing Lee and his
culinary team.

Between 31 March and 4 April, Saori Suzuki, Sake Sommelier from Mandarin Oriental,
Tokyo will visit Man Wah to share with guests her knowledge, skills and style as they enjoy
an exceptional dinner menu with seven courses that will be individually paired with the
carefully selected sake, all of the highest calibre in the world of the Japan’s national
drink. Dishes on offer will include drunken prawn with sake wine paired with Nanbubijin
Daiginjo, wok-fried Japanese amadai with braised spring onion and chilli sauce paired with
Tamagawa Omachi Junmaiginjo, and seared Miyazaki beef with spring vegetables paired
with Dewazakura Dewasansan Junmaiginjoshu, amongst others. The price of this exquisite
seven-course sake-pairing menu is HKD1,688 + 10% service charge, and will be available for
dinner nightly. The list of premium sake will also be available throughout the promotion for
guests of Man Wah to order separately.
“Sake does not have to be enjoyed with just traditional Japanese food; it is equally good with
other cuisines,” said Nicolas Dubort, Director of Food & Beverage. “We are keen to share an
unparalleled culinary experience with our guests and introduce them the appreciation of
Cantonese cuisine and sake pairing.”

For more information and reservations please call +852 2825 4003 or email
mohkg-manwah@mohg.com.
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About Man Wah
Man Wah is Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong’s signature Michelin-starred Cantonese
restaurant and is often referred to as Hong Kong’s most beautiful dining space. Situated on
the 25th floor, Man Wah is regarded as the finest Chinese restaurant in the city, thanks to its
imperial splendour and panoramic view that looks over Victoria Harbour and the Hong Kong
cityscape. The menu perfectly illustrates Chef Man Sing Lee’s masterful skills in creating an
authentic range of dishes that include local favourites alongside seasonal specialities, all
served with a modern touch.

Man Wah is open for lunch from 12 noon to 2.30pm Monday to Friday, and from 11.30am to
2.30pm Saturday and Sunday, and every day for dinner from 6.30pm to 10.30pm.

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is the award-winning owner and operator of some of the most
luxurious hotels, resorts and residences. The Group has grown from a well-respected Asian
hotel company into a global brand and now operates, or has under development, 45 hotels
representing over 11,000 rooms in 26 countries, with 20 hotels in Asia, 11 in The Americas and
14 in Europe, Middle East and North Africa. In addition, the Group operates or has under
development, 13 Residences at Mandarin Oriental connected to its properties.

Photographs of Mandarin Oriental are available to download in high and low resolutions
from the Photo Library of the Media section at www.mandarinoriental.com/hongkong.

Visit Destination MO (www.destinationMO.info), the online version of Mandarin Oriental
Hotel Group’s bespoke publication, MO. News about our award-winning hotels, the best
dining experiences, spa treatments, travel retreats and interviews with the Group’s celebrity
fans is now just a click away.
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